Technogel® is an unique “soft solid” material, that joins together
the 3D deformation of a fluid and the memory shape of a solid.
It’s a completely non-toxic and stable polyurethane substance
(made without using oils or plasticizers), first developed for the
medical field and now used in a wide range of applications,
always exploiting the added value of comfort it provides.

Technogel U.S. Inc.
3 Penn Center West
Suite 408, Pittsburgh, PA
15276 USA

Today we use Technogel® for many different applications from
art projects to sleeping to seating. To discover more visit:
www.technogelworld.com
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How we are
redefining living

At Technogel Living
we recognize that life is more
enjoyable when everything,
even the most simple and
mundane tasks, can be done
in comfort.
That’s why we have developed
a range of life-comforting
products to make the everyday
that little bit more enjoyable.
From sitting, to kneeling, to
walking and exercising—
we make living easy.
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Seating Supports

Seat Pads

At the heart of every
Seat Pad and Travel Pad

Seating Supports

At the heart of every
Lumbar Support

Lumbar Pad

Seat Pad
Size: 16x16x2 inches
(One Size)

Travel Pad
Size: 13x9x2 inches
(One Size)

Lumbar Support
Size: 12x10.5x2 inches
(One Size)

All Support Pads
Include the following key benefits

Ideal for anyone who sits for extended periods.
The Technogel Living Seat Pad helps to relieve
compression of the tailbone region and supports
proper posture. Combined with recommended
periodic 2-minute breaks, this Seat Pad will help
to keep you feeling relaxed and tension-free.

Includes all the same benefits of our standard
Seat Pad, but with the added advantage of
being portable—so perfect for those long
journeys, or for providing added comfort on
the go.

Enjoy superior back support and muscle
relaxation whether you’re in the office, at home,
or on the road. The Technogel Living Lumbar
Support helps to reinforce your spine’s natural
curvature so that prolonged sitting no longer
means discomfort and strain in your lower back.
Combined with recommended periodic 2-minute
breaks, you can sit relaxed and tension-free.

• Pressure relieving
• Hypo-allergenic
• Memory foam base
• Durable, washable cover
• 3-year warranty
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in comfort.
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